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Contact tracing is negatively impacting on my ability to participate in society, as a single parent I cannot run
the risk of being force quarantined, which effects the ability to live and complete normal necessary tasks
such as collecting children to and from school, conducting shopping, capacity to work.
I cannot socialize in pubs or restauranmts for fear of being caught up in this disabling system. It is negatively
effecting the economy as well as our civil right to freedom of movement.
I do not consent to forced medical procedure on healthy citizens, including but not limited to testing &
treatment.
I do not consent to the forced sharing of medical privacy
I do not consent to this new normal being upheld until a vaccine has been taken (as per Daniel Andrews on
4/7/2020) as being in anyway legitimate. It is a criminal act of vaccine coersion in violation of the
Nuremberg Codes. on the right to bodily integrity and a breach of informed consent.
I do not recognize any Covid vaccine as even standing up to the claimed benefits given the benchmark for
judging a successful trial is so low as to simply reduce symptoms, not to prevent transmission or prevent
death.
I do not consent to the framework upon which the powers of the SOE & SOD have been triggered, the
banning of hydroxychloroquine has been a blatant illigitimate political manouvre to fraudulently meet
criteria for enactment of SoE. Nor is there or has there ever been a genuine threat to the very life of the
nation as is required for SoE. I object to the SoE / SoD as being in breach of the biosecurity Act 2015. I
object to its implementation not being in line with the requirements of it being applied in the least intrusive
manner, rather the oposite has occurred.
I object to the claim that Covid 19 even constitutes a pandemic, that the modelling relied upon to claim this
globally has been shown time and again to be grossly inaccurate, to the point of judging the scientists behind
the modelling as being completely incompetent persons.
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